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Executive Summary

Within the basket of real estate investments, land has out-performed built-up units over a prolonged period of time. Land has yielded higher
returns in cities with scarcity and abundance of space. For example in New York, where land is scarce, returns have been higher by a factor of 3
over the last 41 years, even after factoring in rental income. Even in Los Angeles (topographically speaking, the closest by way of comparison to
Dubai), land prices have outperformed by 2x relative to built up property.

A closer look into Dubai reveals a similar trend to that of New York and Los Angeles. Land in Dubai has out-performed ready units by 50% over the
last 14 years. As cities move toward urbanization, the scarcity of land parcels increase pushing prices on an upward trajectory. In Dubai, unlike the
last cycle where construction came to an halt due to WFC (World Financial Crisis), this time around development projects are on the rise. We opine
that this pace will continue to accelerate as the deadline for the World Expo approaches, pushing land prices higher.

The relationship between transactional activity and prices are intertwined, where the former is a leading indicator. Transactional activity in land has
continued to edge up higher since 2016, whereas prices have rebounded by 13% since its trough at the start of the year. Similarly to the residential
market the correlation increases sustainably with a lag. The correlation between land prices and transactional activity with a 6 month lag is +0.45
compared to +0.04 with no lag.

The ’housing start’ has been used by economist as a leading indicator to measure the health of the economy. Housing starts are the number of
new construction projects that have started during any particular month, which takes into account building permits and other various factors. A
look into Dubai’s construction permits issued reveals a 38% increase on a Y-o-Y basis. This increase is a positive indicator as real estate is a key
leading indicator of not only the economy but of asset prices as well.

With construction activity on the upswing, land prices are expected to move higher; whilst there is no one for one effect on end user prices, it is
likely that the latter will inevitably move higher as well. Investors desirous of capitalizing on land prices would do well by currently using proxy
means through the capital markets of real estate companies that have a large land bank.
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Land a Superior Asset Class

“Buy land, they're not making it anymore”

Mark Twain

A Look into United States: Los Angles and New York

New York: Land Versus Residential Returns (1975-2016)
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Within the basket of real estate investments, land has out-performed built-up units over a prolonged period of time. Land as an asset
class has yielded higher returns in cities where the land banks are scarce and as well as abundant. For example in New York, where it is
scarce, land has outperformed ready units by a factor of 3 (including returns of rental income) over the last 41 years. Whereas on the
other end of the spectrum Los Angeles that has plenty of space, land has had superior returns by more than 200%.

Dubai: Land Versus Residential Returns (Jan 2003 – May 2017)

Dubai: Land Versus Residential Returns (Jan 2003-May 2017)
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In Dubai over the last 14 years land has out-performed residential units by more than 50%, after taking into account returns from the
rental income. As cities move toward urbanization, the scarcity of land parcels increase pushing prices on an upward trajectory. In Dubai,
unlike the last cycle where construction came to a halt due to WFC (World Financial Crisis), this time around development of projects are
on the rise. We opine that this will pace will continue to accelerate as the deadline for the World Expo approaches, pushing land prices

higher.

Land Transactions, Prices and Correlations

“The major fortunes in America have been made in land.”

John D. Rockefeller

Land Transactions in Dubai (2010-2017)

Land Prices, Transactions, and Correlations
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Transactional volumes have been a leading indicator of price direction as illustrated in our previous research report entitled, “Dubai: A
Cabinet of Real Estate Curiosities”. A closer look into land prices and transactional reveals the correlation strength increases substantially
with a lag. A two-dimensional analysis reveals that when there is no lag the correlation is neutral, but however with a 6 month lag it
increases to +0.45.
Land transactions have been steadily rising since 2016, whereas prices have only begun to appreciate since start of the year (+13%). We
expect land transactional activity to continue to gather momentum as the deadline for the World Expo approaches, consequently
pushing prices higher.
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Land Transactions: A comparison of the First Five Months (20132017)
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The above graph illustrates the sale of land parcels in the first five months for the last five years. After a decline being witnessed in the
last two years there has been a resurgence in transactional activity in the first five months of 2017. Unsurprisingly, this increase has been
mirrored in the ready built up space as well, indicating on overall resurgence in investor activity.

Investors can capitalize on the Land Play through the Equity Market

Ratio of Development Properties to Total Assets (Q1-’17)
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The above graph shows the ratio of Development Properties to Total Assets of the three major listed public sector developers in the DFM.
A major component of Development Properties is the land bank owned by each of these companies. We opine as land prices continue to
rise, the balance sheet of these companies will expand effecting their stock price. Investors desirous of capitalizing on land prices would
do well by currently using proxy means through the capital markets of real estate companies that have a large land bank

A look into Dubai’s Housing Starts

“A man complained that [on] his way home to dinner he had every day to pass
through that long field of his neighbor’s. I advised him to buy it, and it would never
seem long again.”
Ralph Waldo Emerson

Housing Starts in Dubai reveals a Jump in Permits Issued in 2016
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Housing starts are the number of new construction projects that have started during any particular month, which takes into account
building permits and other various factors. It is considered to be a leading indicator for economic strength. A look into Dubai’s
construction permits issued reveals a 38% increase from 2015 versus 2016. This increase is a positive indicator as real estate is a key part
of the Dubai economy, which has effect on related industries such as banking, the mortgage sector, raw materials, employment and

others.

Conclusions
Land a Superior Asset Class

Transactional activity in land
has continued to edge up
higher since 2016, whereas
prices have rebounded by
13% since its trough at the
start of the year

Land Transactions, Prices and Correlations

A total return analysis of various investment options within the

Transactional activity and prices have had intertwined relationship

real estate asset class, reveals that land has had superior

where the former is a leading indictor of the latter in various markets.

returns to that of built up units.

The same relationship holds true in the real estate market as well.

From new York to Los Angeles, urbanization has meant that

Land transactions have been steadily rising since 2016, whereas prices

land prices have outperformed those of ready units. In Dubai,

have only begun to appreciate since start of the year (+13%). We

this relationship has held as well, with land prices

expect land transactional activity to continue to gather momentum as

outperforming built up units by 50% in the last decade.

the deadline for the World Expo approaches, consequently pushing
prices higher.

Given the rapid pace of urbanization, this is expected to
continue.

A 6 month lagged correlation indicates a number of +0.45, indicating a
strong statistical relationship

A look into Dubai’s Housing Starts

The housing start metric is good indictor to measure the health
In Dubai, unlike the last cycle

and direction of the economy.

where construction came to
an halt due to WFC (World

A look into Dubai’s construction permits issued reveals a 38%

Financial Crisis), this time

increase from 2015 versus 2016. This increase is a positive

around development of

indicator as real estate is a key part of the Dubai economy,

projects are on the rise.

which has effect on related industries such as banking, the
mortgage sector, raw materials, employment and others.

Conclusions
Given the fact that construction activity is on an upswing that is

expected to last through till 2020, we opine that land prices will
continue to move inexorably higher. Whilst there is unlikely to be a one
for one effect on end user prices (following historical trends), it is
inevitable that these prices will also witness an upward trajectory.
In the meantime, investors would do well to capitalize on and price
moves through proxy means by investing in capital markets in
companies that have large land banks
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